Who we are

Today Meneghin employs a staff of 30 people and extends over a covered surface of 3.500
sq.m. situated in the plains of the beautiful province of Treviso, Italy, between the Dolomites
and the Venetian sea.
A knowledgeable technical office, a dynamic sales department and a modern administrative
office are complemented by a team of strongly motivated people.

Story
Established in 1965 by the brother Narciso e Silvio Meneghin, at that time among the first
professional rabbit farmers, nowadays the company Meneghin is the world market leader in
the planning, construction and assembling of turnkey farms for professional intensive rabbit
breeding.
Its wide choice of products includes cages, automatic feeding, cleaning and climate control
systems (ventilation, cooling and heating) and various types of accessories.

Prodution
From many years, the company which first worked only in Italy, has extended to several other
Countries.
Meneghin has realized the most of the biggest and modern rabbit farms in Europe.
Most institutes of rabbit genetics bear the Meneghin trademark.
We remind you that, further to the wide choice of products for the intensive rabbit breeding ,
the company produce also equipment for laboratory rabbits (used in medical research for the
production of vaccines and drugs for human health) and for hare (hunting and repopulation).
Today Meneghin, first rabbit equipment manufacturer in Europe, thanks to its high level
organization and specialization, is able to meet any need in its field, from design to
implementation of turnkey projects
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